
General Info

What’s new?

About us

AI has made significant strides, opening up a world of 
possibilities. Wondering how to harness its potential for 
your company’s benefit sustainably? Look no further, we’ve 
got you covered!

Textmetrics provides a Smart AI Writing Software for 
consistent, high-quality texts tailored to your brand, with 
safe and controlled use of AI. It’s a system that saves time, 
ensures consistency, and maintains quality.



Why choose us?

C-Level
We make sure your organization can use AI safely 
and ethically.

1. Centralized Control: Take the reins with centralized 
management, ensuring smooth oversight of your 
text creation process. 

2. Enhanced Security: Rest easy with robust security 
measures such as GDPR and ISO 27001, in place, 
safeguarding your sensitive data and content. 
 
 

Pricing:
Use AI sustainably. Invest in the right technology and training for long-term benefits of sustainable AI in your company, improved 
productivity and enhanced competitiveness in the market. Discover our diverse subscription options designed to meet various 
needs: Textmetrics.com/pricing. 

 
 

3. AI Governance: Navigate the AI landscape 
confidently with built-in governance protocols, 
ensuring responsible and ethical AI usage. 

4. Secure AI Accessibility: Enjoy the benefits of AI-
powered text optimization with safe and secure 
access, maintaining data integrity and privacy.

https://www.textmetrics.com/trust-and-security
https://textmetrics.com/pricing
https://www.textmetrics.com/a-company-policy-for-chatgpt-discover-why-you-need-one


Why choose us?

Recruitment
With just one click, we ensure your job descriptions 
are completed seamlessly.

1. Rapid Job Description Refinement: Streamline the 
process and swiftly fine-tune job descriptions to 
perfection, saving you time and effort.

2. Cost-effective Solutions: Enjoy budget-friendly 
options that deliver exceptional value without 
breaking the bank.

3. Tailored to Your Company’s Policies: Customize 
job descriptions to align seamlessly with your 
company’s unique rules and regulations, ensuring 
compliance and consistency.

4. Instant Feedback Loop: Receive prompt and direct 
feedback, facilitating continuous improvement and 
ensuring your job descriptions meet your exact 
specifications. 

Please note; While we endeavor to tackle these concerns during the generation process, it’s essential to recognize that AI, similar 
to humans, isn’t infallible and may occasionally overlook certain aspects.

Introducing: Textmetrics’ Job Description Generator
Our generative AI is capable of crafting job vacancies 
for you in just a few clicks!

Following this, you can utilize the expert view to 
assess whether the generated text meets quality 
benchmarks, including readability and bias. Our AI 
Assistant enhances writing efficiency for recruiters, 
enabling them to craft compelling communication 
tailored to each candidate’s needs. Say goodbye to 
juggling multiple tools – Textmetrics is your all-in-one 
solution for efficient, effective recruitment.

https://www.textmetrics.com/the-new-job-ad-generator


Feeling enthusiastic about 
enhancing the quality of 
your texts?

leontien@textmetrics.com
+31 (0) 26 8080191
textmetrics.com

Reach out for a demo, or visit our website 
to discover more information.

Request a demo via
textmetrics.com/request-demo

http://www.textmetrics.com
http://www.textmetrics.com/request-demo

